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Since our formation in 1974
MK Air Controls has established
a reputation for being one of
Europe's foremost suppliers
of pneumatic automation
components.

A reputation that has been forged
by always striving to develop long
standing business relationships
with customers and only providing
the highest quality engineered
products, supported by an
adherence to ethical and honest
business practices - at every level.

Over the past years we have
become the authorised UK
distributors for the world leading
developers and manufacturers
of automated fluid power
components :-

To ensure that we meet your
specifications exactly we operate
a hands on "show and tell"
approach which incorporates -
application discussions, product
demonstrations, samples, on site
trials and testing.

MK Air Controls meet the rapid
advancements being made in fluid
power automation by constantly
developing speciality products for
arduous applications and
demanding systems. Turn key
control panels are now supplied
regularly. Quite simply, we have
the resources to guarantee that
no challenge is too demanding.

Delivering the promise

Within our 16,000 sq. ft. custom
built office and warehouse facility,
we hold a truly comprehensive
stock holding and every item is
guaranteed same day dispatch,
which means you get what you
want- when you want it.

Because at MK Air we believe in
delivering the promise every time.

MAC VALVES, PHD, BIMBA, ALLIED WITAN, J.GUEST, PIAB, WILKERSON, PRESSOTECHNIK and COMPACT AIR PRODUCTS.

Partners in business

Here at MK Air Controls
we do not send you a

"sales rep", we only
employ highly skilled
Sales Engineers who

are employed to act as
partners in business to
all our customers, for

short, medium and
long term projects.

Also, by having them
based across the

United Kingdom we can
guarantee a rapid

response to your initial
enquiries and provide

a full after sales
support service.

For the foremost names in pneumatic
automation components, supported by a
company that provides
a service that is second to none,

Call MK Air Controls...today.
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MK Air Controls Limited,
Vimy Road, Leighton Buzzard,
Bedfordshire, LU7 7ED.

Tel: 01525 374157
Fax: 01525 374411
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M5 - 2   " - 2, 3 & 4 Way

Rotary Actuators - Automatic Devices - Tom Thumb

Stainless Steel - Body Cylinders - ISO Cylinders

Mufflers -    "- 6" Range

Push in Airline Fittings - 4mm to 22mm

Vacuum Pumps and Cups

Modular Air - Preparation System -    " - 2" Size Range

Sealed Hydraulic Cylinders - Air Operated - Power with Position Sensing

Miniature Cylinders

WILKERSON
¨


